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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to consolidate information developed during the pre-development activities for reno-
vating the Musk Ox Farm’s colony-era barn visitor support facility into a more functional year-round educational facility.  
This process occurred over several months with participation by the Executive Director of the Musk Ox Farm and Board 
of Directors.  

 Facility/Project Goals:

• Increase outreach through ! ber arts programming: spinning, knitting, weaving, etc. of qiviut ! ber (the   
 under wool of a musk ox)
• Increase outreach through sustainable agriculture courses
• Offer scholarship programing for constituents in rural Alaska; Alaska Natives, who have the most to gain  
 from the cottage ! ber arts economy
• Increase impact on the cottage ! ber arts economy for gently and sustainably harvested, geographically   
 appropriate qiviut ! ber
• Bring additional income sources to the non-pro! t through paid programming by participants
• Broaden base of support/membership by engaging in a population of ! ber enthusiasts 
• Offer programming in the handling of qiviut 

Executive Summary
The Musk Ox Farm is located north of Palmer on a 75-acre parcel owned by 
the Musk Ox Development Corp.  The subject facility is sited within a group 
of farm buildings in the northeast corner of the parcel. The scope of this 
project is to renovate an historic, aging, colony-era barn currently utilized as 
the main visitor facility for the farm.  The goal of the project is to increase 
the functionality, ef! ciency, and accessibility of this existing structure.  This 
project will allow the Musk Ox Farm to further its mission of education, 
maximizing the use of this historic barn structure as a gift shop, point of 
education, and ! ber arts workshop/studio.  

The existing barn structure was constructed in 1935 and served in that 
capacity until it was retro! tted into a gift shop and exhibit space in the late 
1980’s.  The existing gift shop and exhibit space totals approximately 1780 
sf of ! nished yet unconditioned space on the ! rst " oor.  An existing loft 
space is unconditioned, inaccessible and unused. It is the goal of this project 
to upgrade the existing visitor facility and while doing so, create a new 
education area in the unused second level, the hayloft.  

The renovated facility will increase the overall square footage of the facility 
to 4,218 square feet which includes the second level loft space and small 
administrative of! ces.  The design would also provide for an elevator.

The proposed second level ! ber arts workshop studio is housed within the 
historic hayloft structure and will accommodate up to 34 people with the 
711 sf studio space.

UP CLOSE WITH MUSK OXEN

KNITTED QIVIUT

WOMEN KNITTING WITH QIVIUT FIBER
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What is the Musk Ox Farm?
The Musk Ox Development Corporation (MODC) is located outside of Palmer, Alaska and is dedicated to the domestica-
tion of the musk ox and to the promotion of qiviut and its production as a gentle and sustainable agricultural practice 
in the far north, with a focus on public education and providing additional income opportunities to Alaska Natives.

The farm site is approximately 40 miles north of Anchorage and has a climate of long, cold winters and relatively warm 
summers. Temperature extremes range from -39 °F to 87 °F. with an annual average precipitation of 11.89 inches.

The Musk Ox Farm is comprised of 75 acres of agricultural land and a grouping of several small farm structures and one 
residence.  The land is fenced and allows adequate grazing opportunities for the ungulates.

Beginning with a vision of John Teal’s in the 1950’s, The Musk Ox Project was born in Fairbanks, Alaska, in 1964.  Its 
mission was to provide a place for once endangered musk oxen and humans to live in harmony, while providing an 
income opportunity for cash-starved Alaska Natives through qiviut knitting.  In 1968, The Musk Ox Project began con-
ducting workshops in villages to teach women how to knit this unique yarn and within a year, the knitter’s cooperative, 
Oomingmak, was formed.  Within 10 years, over 200 Alaska Native women were providing much-needed income for 
their families. 

Today, the farm in the Matanuska Susitna valley continues the work begun in Fairbanks half a century ago. As stated 
on their website, Their “commitment to the domestication of the musk ox, and to the establishment of a cottage-based 
textile industry, is as strong now as it was when John Teal began the project in 1954.”  

STATE OF ALASKA, LOCATION OF THE MUSK OX FARM
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What Does The Musk Ox Farm Do?
The non-pro! t Musk Ox Farm is owned and operated by the Musk Ox 
Development Corp. which is comprised of 7 board members and an Execu-
tive Director, Mr. Mark Austin. The administration and operation of the farm 
are carried out by approximately 4 year round employees in addition to Mr. 
Austin, 4 seasonal interns, and 6 summer staff.  The summer season oper-
ates between Mother’s Day and mid-September. 

The Musk Ox Farm provides educational services to the community and 
visitors, allows for up-close observation of the musk oxen, and provides 
additional income opportunities for Alaska Natives through qiviut ! ber arts.  
Naturally, the farm is also dedicated to the domestication of this once en-
dangered species that have been around since the time of saber-tooth tigers 
and woolly mammoths.  

An important and unifying component of the farm is the community.  Activi-
ties that are regularly hosted by the farm include events such as the annual 
Mother’s Day grand opening which features live music, BBQ, ! ber guild 
demonstrations, and baby musk ox. In August, the Musk Ox Farm hosts the 
annual Running with the Bulls. Community members race in a 5K walk or 
run, 10K run, or a kids 1K fun run.  Additionally, Oxtoberfest occurs in early 
October featuring a farm-to-table feast celebration of home-grown local 
agriculture. 

What is the Current Situation?
The site is mostly comprised of agricultural land. The support buildings on 
the farm are accessed via E. Archie Rd. off of the Glenn Hwy. 

A condition survey of the existing facilities barn was performed by Gary 
Wolf, AIA of Wolf Architecture to begin this study.  

The summary of his ! ndings are as follows: The building was designed and 
functioned as a barn and was retro! tted to its current use.  The building is 
well maintained but in its present condition it cannot be made to comply 
with minimum standards for accessibility, energy ef! ciency, or structural 
soundness. It is not economical to attempt to correct the de! ciencies in this 
building. New construction is the most cost-effective and long-term solution 
in this instance.

Currently, the farm doesn’t have any indoor space to support medium to 
large group education or hands-on activities.  Visitors in groups of 1-3 are 
able to individually learn about musk oxen through the exhibits, but then 
have to move to the exterior to bene! t from a group learning environment. 

Although this survey did not extend to the of! ces that are across the park-
ing lot from the barn, we note that the of! ces are generally in the same 
condition as the ! rst " oor of the barn structure.  The location of these of! ces 
is not ideal for oversight of the farm nor welcoming visitors. 

LOFT WITH AN UN-INSULATED GAMBREL ROOF STRUC-
TURE.

VIEW FROM PARKING

FARM TOURS
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Existing toilets are situated in a separate building to the north of the facility.  

Over the course of several months, Mark Austin, Musk Ox Farm Executive Director, gathered input from his staff and 
board members and participated in meetings with Wolf Architecture and The Foraker Group to develop an understand-
ing of needs.  A program and square footage was developed, reviewed and adjusted. 

What Do They Need?
See Appendix B and Appendix C for schematic graphics and drawings.  

To help facilitate the educational component of the Musk Ox Development Corporation’s mission, the farm needs a 
! ber arts workshop studio.  This workshop studio will need to accommodate at least 20 people along with their furni-
ture and materials.  Storage space and an exterior viewing platform will be adjacent to the main workshop space.  The 
operation will also beni! t by a renovated gallery and gift shop space that will be inviting, functional, structurally sound 
and durable enough to support the historic barn structure above.  

The renovated structure is designed as a simple, cost-effective building, which incorporates energy saving materials 
and techniques.  Finishes envisioned for the facility are of durable, readily available materials throughout and will help 
maintain the historic image of the colony barn. The renovated hayloft is designed with approximately 711 sf in area and 
provides the space required to seat 24 occupants comfortably with tables and chairs, or 34 people without tables. The 
renovation includes storage to the north and an observation deck to the south.

CONCEPT DESIGN FLOOR PLAN WITH ELEVATOR ALTERNATE
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Of! ces will have a separate entrance while also connecting to the reception space for the visitor center.  The of! ces are 
envisioned to be compact, using an open plan of! ce concept.  Toilet facilities will be centrally located adjacent to the 
of! ces.  

The facility is located near the north edge of the farm and is oriented on a north-south axis.  The main entry is oriented 
to the east and is sheltered from snow and wind.  A compacted gravel parking area will accommodate approximately 
17 vehicles and provides for (2) two accessible parking spaces to be provided adjacent to the main entry of the build-
ing.  Over" ow parking is also available on the site.

An area for community and fundraising events is also located to the south with access to the east parking lot.  

For the purposes of developing a cost estimate, Wolf Architecture developed an outline speci! cation of the materials 
and systems envisioned for use.  Generally, the materials and systems are commercial grade high quality.  See page 14 
for the Technical Narrative.  One goal of this process is to develop a project that is small enough to be affordable, but 
will also attract ! ber arts groups who will appreciate and attend workshops in a high quality, historic space.  

How Much Will it Cost to Build?
The total project cost estimate for the renovated  barn and  new of! ce is $1,129,029. This includes an elevator to provide 
access for the disabled and elderly to the second " oor studio, at $108,000 as well as new toilet facilities. The eleva-
tor will be listed as an alternate and can be deleted if suf! cient funds are not available. Due to the unique scope and 
nature of this project, an experienced local General Contracting company with 20 years experience with similarly scaled 
and ! nished projects developed the construction estimate with the assistance of the architect.

The total project Cost outlined in (appendix a) includes the complete construction cost, limited project management, 
design, administrative costs and furniture and equipment. The percentage estimates for contingency and escalation are 
based on past project experience in Palmer, Alaska.

How will the project be paid for?
The Musk Ox Farm intends to initiate a capital campaign that can be utilized to cover part of the cost of the project. The 
remaining funds for the project would come from charitable contributions. The farm is hoping for 90% to come from a 
consortium of three foundations with an approximate 10% contribution from MODC through direct funding and/or a 
capital campaign.  

When will the project start?
The capital campaign is expected to take about a year to raise the full amount of the project cost. Should the
board decide to use a customary design/bid/build approach, the design could begin as soon as enough funding is 
secured to pay for the survey, design drawings, and necessary construction permitting. The Farm’s contribution could be 
used for this purpose. If this approach is taken, construction could begin as soon as the rest of the money is raised, with 
a goal of mid 2016

The other option would be to wait until all the funds are available and then take a design/build approach. This may 
reduce the total cost of the project but may delay the completion of the project.

The escalation rate for construction projects in Alaska has been approximately 5% per annum in the past several years 
which translates to between a $30,00-$35,000 increase in construction cost each year.
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Functional Narrative

The Musk Ox Development Corporation (MODC) is located north of Palmer, Alaska and is dedicated to the domestica-
tion of the musk ox and to the promotion of qiviut production as a gentle and sustainable agricultural practice in the far 
north, with a focus on public education and providing additional income opportunities to Alaska Natives.

This project seeks to enhance the farm’s mission by providing the organization with a critical piece of infrastructure.  The 
main guest facility on the farm is an existing historic colony-era barn which is currently used as the primary point of 
contact for visitors and includes a gift shop and exhibit space. 

The facility is of nearly original construction and has incorporated original installations such as recessed milking stalls 
into the design of the facility.   Stand-alone toilet facilities are housed within a separate building located immediately 
north of the barn structure.  

The colony-era construction techniques and varied " oor heights minimize spatial and energy ef! ciency, allow only one 
level of the facility to be occupied and make full accessibility an impossibility.

The renovated facility is envisioned to house not only a gift shop, exhibit space, and administrative of! ce, but also a 
new 711 sf ! ber arts workshop studio within the existing hayloft.  This core piece of infrastructure will provide not only 
a better guest experience and increase the education and revenue generating opportunities, it will further enhance the 
mission of the Musk Ox Farm.   

EXISTING SITE
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EXISTING FACILITY SUMMARY
The subject facility is a colony-era 32’x32’ gambrel roofed barn originally constructed in 1935 as part of The New Deal 
Federal Development Project.   Based on the era, the foundation and ! rst " oor is assumed to be comprised of non-
reinforced concrete typical.  The " oor has several level changes within the building footprint, which originally supported 
livestock management. 

The ! rst " oor walls are constructed of rough sawn logs, typical of the construction techniques common during this time-
frame.   The exterior walls are still ! tted with the original single pane windows.  Subsequent to the original construction, 
two wood framed additions were added to the original barn structure and today provide storage and gift shop space 
bringing the total area up to 1,781 sf.  The un-insulated hayloft provides additional occupiable area, but is currently 
only accessible via ladder.  Its roof structure consisting of exposed wood trusses is still in good repair.   The facility is not 
plumbed.  As noted in the executive summary all toilet facilities are provided in a common use toilet facility located to 
the north of the subject facility.

The Musk Ox Farm management has done a great job of maximizing the usefulness of the existing facility.  The existing 
area is dedicated to a small gift shop and gallery space and serves as the central point of gathering before a farm tour. 

SOUTH FACADE OF BARN
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The original barn structure was constructed nearly eighty years ago with 
farming in mind rather than hospitality and as such is inadequate in nearly 
every way.  The ground " oor level simply cannot be made to be compliant 
with currently adopted codes.  Varying " oor elevations on the ! rst " oor and 
low " oor-to-ceiling heights contribute to the requirement to reconstruct the 
! rst level as part of the overall renovation.  

The barn structure is currently connected to a wood framed “breezeway” to 
the northeast as well as a large covered wood framed deck to the southeast.  
The breezeway is not currently utilized and will be required to be demol-
ished as part of the renovation in order to provide adequate ! re separation 
from the actual functional barn located immediately to the west.                              

SITE
The Musk Ox Farm is accessed off the Glenn Highway.  The majority of the 
farm is dedicated to pastureland with farm buildings and support structures 

RENOVATED BARN

EXISTING TOILETS

FARMHOUSE

CURRENT OFFICE

EXISTING TO BE DEMOLISHED

16  GRAVEL 
PARKING SPACES

E. ARCHIE RD

MUSK OX

OVERFLOW PARKING

2 ASPHALT ADA SPACES

situated on approximately three acres located on the northeast corner of the property. 

The farm is accessed off of E. Archie Rd. and the subject building is immediately observable upon entering the site.  The 
existing parking area is a rough graded gravel pad separating the overall parking into two separate areas, a main park-
ing area immediately adjacent to the gift shop and an ‘over" ow’ parking area large enough to accommodate oversized 
vehicles.  The parking area closest to the visitor facility accommodates 20 parking spaces with another +/-50 spaces 
provided in the over" ow lot. 

It is recommended the renovated building maintain the original orientation with the hayloft door facing the mountains 

EXISTING WINDOW

EXISTING GIFT SHOP

PROPOSED SITE 
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to the south.  As part of the renovation the entire building will be shifted to the southeast to allow for an adequate ! re 
separation distance between the newly renovated facility and the other structures on the site. Approximately 17 parking 
spaces will remain in the main parking lot.  The parking area will be modi! ed to comply with site accessibility require-
ments to meet the needs of disabled visitors and staff. 

RENOVATED FACILITY PROGRAMMING
The renovated barn structure has been designed to be an attractive, durable, ef! cient, and economical improvement for 
the farm.  The design is simple and functional and gracefully incorporates the salvaged iconic gambrel hayloft structure 
onto a newly constructed building base. The building incorporates energy saving materials and principles to maximize 
energy performance to save operational costs.  The size of the building has been pared down to minimize construction 
costs to the extent possible.

Speci! c functional goals outlined in meetings with Mark Austin, the Director of the Musk Ox Development Corp. were 
to provide the following functions; 

1. A workshop / studio capable of serving at least 20 people in the existing hayloft (Base Bid)
2. Gallery space approximately equivalent to existing gallery area (Base Bid)
3. Covered exterior deck for tour orientations (Base Bid)
4. Gift shop / reception near current entrance with sight lines to parking and arctic entry (Base Bid)
5. Storage space for gift shop and administration needs (Base Bid)
6. Administrative of! ces adjacent to reception (Base Bid)
7. Toilet Facilities within the building (Base Bid)
8. Elevator to workshop / studio (Alternate 1)

The design incorporates all the functional goals outlined by Mr. Austin and provides for the opportunity to expand the 
base bid facility to allow for an elevator by means of an alternate. 
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Workshop / Studio 
The ! ber arts workshop / studio space is the inspiration for this project and will be located within the original hayloft.   
A stated project goal was to develop a studio that would inspire participants. The hayloft provided a perfect opportunity 
to do this.  The condition and construction of the existing structure combined with the location and existing building 
orientation create a dynamic opportunity.   The existing ambiance of the hayloft with light ! ltering through wood slats 
and the delicate truss structure is highlighted by the extraordinary view of Pioneer Peak to the south.  The design takes 
advantage of each of these assets to create a most delightful studio space.  

A new bi-fold exterior door assembly will maintain the historical character of the barn yet provide the studio with an 
amazing panoramic view of the Chugach Mountains.  Workshop participants will be able to spill onto the south deck for 
outdoor activities and better observation of the musk oxen.  It is anticipated that the space will be insulated and condi-
tioned for year-round use.  The original 32’x32’ form of the barn will be extended to 40’ along the north-south axis to 
allow for new stair and potential elevator (Alternate 1) access into the workshop studio space.  The elevator would be 
located outside the existing barn and would be contained within the form of a grain elevator.  

Exhibit Gallery
A renovated exhibit gallery space remains located on the ! rst level and will be similar in area and function to the exist-
ing, but with higher ceilings throughout.  The gallery space will allow for " ow from the gift shop through the interactive 
and static exhibits and then outside for the beginning of the farm tour.  

Gift Shop
Another stated goal for this project is to provide for a better visitor experience.  The new design creates a better recep-
tion space within the gift shop while increasing the functionality of the gift shop.  The design allows for greater observa-
tion of both the parking area and gift shop by staff and allows ample display opportunities of the delicate and valuable 
qiviut articles adjacent to a central point of sale. 

FIBER ARTS WORKSHOP STUDIO 
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Covered Deck
A covered deck is provided immedi-
ately in front (south) of the new visitor 
facility.  The deck is protected by the 
observation deck above and will be 
the jumping off point for visitor tours.  
It will also function as a stage for com-
munity and fundraising events.  

Administrative Of! ces
The inclusion of new administrative of! ces was determined to be a priority but possibly not a necessity. Given their 
minimal cost, they have been included in the base bid.  The new administrative of! ces have direct access into the main 
reception area and allow for better oversight of visitors and animals. A separate exterior entrance has been provided 
to allow the administrative of! ces to be utilized without opening the museum/gift shop.  The design provides for open 
of! ce space with the capacity for four, in addition to printing and storage space.  It was determined that meetings need-
ing a larger space will be held in the workshop / studio space.

VIEW AT NIGHT 

VIEW OF ENTRY
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Technical Narrative
OVERVIEW
The goal of this project is to renovate an existing 1935 colony-era barn into a more usable facility for the Musk Ox 
Farm.  The barn has been retro! tted and is currently being utilized as a gift shop and exhibit space by the farm to sup-
port their mission through sales of Musk Ox related gifts and display of historical and educational exhibits.

The original construction means and methods were suited for construction for its originally intended agricultural pur-
poses in the 1930’s  Alaskan settlement, but the shortcomings in the construction of the lower portion of the barn are 
not conducive to renovation.  The top portion of the barn is of value both historically and aesthetically and is in good 
condition.  The approach of this project is: 1) Remove the existing gambrel hayloft roof structure. 2) Demolish the exist-
ing ! rst level barn structure and construct a new ! rst " oor approximately 30’ east of the original structure. 3) Relocate 
the gambrel roof onto the newly constructed ! rst level. 4) Complete interior renovations within the hayloft making it 
usable for an educational studio.

The exterior of the gambrel roof will be clad with Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) similar to the panels manufactured 
by Alaska Insulated Panels, Wasilla, Alaska.  Panels will be fastened through the underside of the existing roof sheathing 
into the SIPs panels.  The SIPs panels will be top fastened into the existing roof trusses and covered with new standing 
seam metal roof panels and " ashing.

The project entails a small amount of site work.  This work includes: excavating a new foundation for the facility, relo-
cating an existing electrical service from the existing service location to a new service location at the new proposed site, 
regrading the site as needed to provide positive drainage, and resurfacing the main parking lot to provide an accessible 
means of ingress/egress from the building to the parking area.

CODE DATA
The proposed construction will be designed to meet or exceed the requirements of the latest adopted version of the 
International Building Code (IBC) including any applicable State of Alaska amendments. 

 2009 International Building Code
 Occupancy Group:   

 First Level: Group B (Small Assembly 734sf, table 303.1,) Group B (Of! ce,) Group M (Retail)
 Second Level: B (Adult Classroom)
Construction Type:  V-B
Total Area of building: 4218 s.f.

 Occupancy Group: Mixed Use
 Allowable Area:  

 B 9,000 s.f./ 2 levels
 M 9,000 s.f./ 1 level

  
 
Non-Separated uses – (IBC 508.1) Fire Rated Separation is not required between differing occupancy types.  Allowable 
Area increase calculations have not been preformed. The building is within the basic allowable area limits. 
No Sprinkler system will be installed
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Structural Narrative /  Local Environmental 
Design Parameters

WIND LOADING: 
The building shall be designed for wind forces with a minimum basic wind speed (3-second gust) of 110 mph, exposure 
factor B.  Importance Factor shall be 1.15.  

SEISMIC LOADING: 
The building shall be designed for seismic forces as determined by the IBC’s equivalent static force procedure. Seismic 
parameters are as follows: 
  

Site Class D 
Importance Factor 1.0
SDS 1.6
SD1 1.0
Seismic Design Category D

Twenty percent of the roof snow load shall be included in the weight of the building for seismic computations per the 
IBC.

ROOF LOADING: 
The building shall be designed for a ground snow load of 57 psf. The Importance Factor for snow shall be 1.0.  Mini-
mum " at roof snow load shall be 50 psf.  

• Lower (Flat) Roof Structure: 16” BCI 60’s @ 14” o.c.
• 5/8” OSB Sheathing

FLOOR LOADING: 
The minimum " oor live loading will be 100 psf as speci! ed in the IBC and the ANSI /ASCE 7-05 (Minimum Design 
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures).  For assembly areas the " oor live load is 100 psf.  Light storage loading is 
125 psf. 

• First Level Floor Assembly:  4” Concrete Slab on Grade w/ radiant tubing.
• Second Level Floor Assembly: 14” BCI 90’s @ 12” o.c.

FOUNDATION SYSTEM: 
The building site will be prepared by removing any silt or organic soils from the base of the excavation of the building to 
the native non-frost susceptible soils.  The site will be back! lled with imported structural ! ll. 

Foundations will be reinforced concrete spread and strip footings.  Footings will be designed in accordance with recom-
mendations of the geotechnical engineer and soils report for the site.  Perimeter footings will bear a minimum of 42” 
below grade for frost protection.  The building perimeter will have a continuous 8” thick concrete frost wall over a strip 
footing. 
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Exterior bearing walls: 
Exterior walls will be constructed with 2x8 Doug-Fir #1 or better, with framing members @ 16” O.C.  Exterior wall 
sheathing will provide shear resistance for wind and seismic loads. All exterior walls to bear on foundation walls and 
strip footings.

Structural Design Standards
The proposed construction will be designed in accordance with the published standards of the following organizations:

American Concrete Institute (ACI)
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI)
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
American Society for Testing and Materials Standards (ASTM)
International Conference of Building Of! cials (ICBO)

Architectural Narrative

ACCESSIBILITY
All program areas are designed to be universally accessible to meet the Americans with Disabilities Guidelines (ADAG.)  
An accessible route is to be provided from the accessible parking spaces to the program areas including the restrooms.  
Signage, door hardware, and all ! xtures are to be ADA compliant. 

FLOOR / CEILING ASSEMBLY
The " oor / ceiling assembly will consist of the following:

• 2” polished, sealed and stained concrete 
• Hydronic radiant heat tubing
• R-25 Ecobatt insulation
• Engineered wood trusses
• 5/8” GWB, primed and painted, Level 5 ! nish

EXTERIOR WALL ASSEMBLIES

Wood-Framed Bearing Walls 
The building will be constructed as a wood platform-framed structure.  Exterior walls will be insulated with R-25 
Ecobatt insulation and covered on the interior face with a 6mil minimum reinforced polyethylene sheet vapor barrier.  
The interior surface of the exterior walls will be ! nished 5/8” gypsum board panels taped and ! nished with primer and 
Latex painted.  Level 5 drywall ! nish.

The exterior of the facility will be a mixture of new and existing wood siding material.  The lower (new) portion of the 
building is designed as a rain screen siding system and utilizes thermally modi! ed and stained wood siding similar to 
siding produced by the following: (Cambia.com, EcoVantage, EternaClad, Lakes State Lumber, Evolutions).   The relocat-
ed original gambrel roof structure will remain intact to the greatest degree possible.  It is anticipated that the original 
structure will be patched and repainted.  Material utilized for patching is to match the existing wood pro! le and texture 
to the greatest degree possible to maintain the historic character of the original structure.  Painted wood siding is to 
match the re! nished existing . Metal " ashings and trims will be installed per manufacturer’s recommendations at all 
corners, windows, doors, base and parapet conditions.  
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Exterior Wall Assembly 1 - First Floor
The exterior wall construction will consist of the following:

• 5/8” GWB, primed and painted
• 6 mil. vapor retarder
• 2x8 wood studs @ 16” oc
• R25 Ecobatt insulation
• Exterior wall sheathing
• Pre-drilled furring strips
• Stained & thermally modi! ed wood siding

Exterior Wall Assembly 2 - Second Floor Existing Renovation 
The exterior wall construction (North wall only) will consist of the following:

• 5/8” GWB, primed and painted
• 6 mil. vapor retarder
• Existing 2x6 wood studs @ 16” oc
• R21 Ecobatt insulation
• Exterior wall sheathing  
• Air In! ltration Barrier
• 1x4 furring strips (rainscreen application)
• Existing wood siding – re! nished or new wood siding ! nished to match existing wood siding

ROOF ASSEMBLIES

Roof Framing 
Roof framing at “" at” roof will be constructed from engineered wood joists and will form a hot roof system drained 
by internal drains.   Sloped roof assemblies will consist of engineered wood joists at addition or existing wood trusses.  
Roo! ng assemblies will be sheathed with 5/8” APA rated sheathing.  

Roof framing will be framed as either a true " at roof with tapered insulation providing required slopes to drain or at 
the contractor’s option the roof structure can be framed to slope directly to the internal drain.  Over" ow drains will be 
provided via external scupper directly off the roof.  The roof drain is to drain into a French drain located 10’ below the 
driveway.

A 60 mil rubber EPDM fully adhered roof membrane will be installed over extruded polystyrene insulation.  A #” 
recovery board will separate the roof membrane from the roof insulation.  A 6 mil vapor retarder will be installed under 
the rigid insulation.  The roof system is to have a 110 MPH wind warranty.  

Flat Roof Assembly
The roof construction will consist of the following:

• 5/8” GWB, primed and painted (Level 5 ! nish)
• Engineered wood trusses 
• Plywood deck
• 6 mil vapor retarder
• 6” extruded polystyrene
• #” recovery board
• 60 mil. EPDM
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Gambrel Roof Assembly - Addition
The roof construction will consist of the following:

• 5/8” GWB, primed and painted
• 6 mil vapor retarder
• Engineered wood trusses 
• R40 SIP panels (plywood, 2 part polyurethane, plywood)
• Roo! ng felt
• Ice and water shield
• Standing seam metal roof

Gambrel Roof Assembly – Existing Renovation 
The roof construction will consist of the following:

• Existing Wood Truss to remain exposed
• T&G Cedar decorative slat ceiling between truss stood off with 1x furring strips
• Existing ship lap roof sheathing to remain intact 
•  6 mil vapor retarder
• R40 SIP panels 
• 30# Roo! ng felt
• 3’ Ice and water shield at eaves
• Standing seam metal roof

ELEVATOR
• Elevator to be an OTIS Hydro-Fit 2100 Hydraulic Elevator (Machine Roomless)

  4’ deep elevator required.  (No sump required)
• Surrounding structure to be pre manufactured metal, 11’ interior radius.

DOORS

Exterior Doors
• Exterior doors are to be 3’-0” x 7’-0” thermally broken aluminum storefront. Doors are to be fully weather 
stripped with ! nish hardware and keying coordinated with the owner.  
• Glazing in and around doors to be double paned $” tempered thermal glazing.
• Entry doors and doors off museum are to be equipped with panic hardware.

Interior Doors
• All interior doors to be 3’-0” x 7’-0” Aluminum Storefront system (3 total)
• Provide one 3’-0”x7’-0”  solid wood ! re-rated door are to be provided at the Mechanical Room walls.

Bi-fold Hangar Door
• Bi-fold Hangar Door with aluminum frame with side mounted electric operator.  Side exterior to match 
existing wood siding and trim detailing.

WINDOWS
• Glazing will consist of high performance operable aluminum window units with low-E double glazing with 
a U-value of 0.28 or lower. Glazing is to be Sungate 400 or equal. 

Storefront 
Aluminum Storefront glazing system shall be EFCO System 403(TS) thermally isolated  in the following locations;

• Main Entry: 224 sf (Interior and exterior of entry Vestibule) – Installation requires the following:
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• Exterior Doors (See Elevations)
• Awning windows (See Elevations)
• Back entry to museum from South: 67 sf
• Back entry to of! ce: 44 sf
• Second Floor South Wall: 400 sf

INTERIOR FINISHES

Walls
• Assume painted drywall for the majority of walls including those in the museum, gift shop, of! ces, and stor-
age rooms. (Level 5 drywall ! nish)
• Existing wood siding on north wall of ! ber arts workshop studio to be re! nished and left exposed.

Floors
• All interior " oors including ! ber arts workshop studio: Assume polished, stained and sealed concrete.

Ceiling
• Fiber arts workshop studio:  Cedar T&G  - slat stand off
• Second " oor at north addition: Painted GWB
• First Floor:  Painted GWB,

CASEWORK
Interior casework is illustrated on the plan drawings and includes base, wall, full height cabinets, and open shelves.  
There will be a limited quantity of locked display cabinets.  Base cabinets with doors and two shelves will be 36 inches 
high.  Wall cabinets with two shelves will be 36 inches high.  Full height cabinets with 5 shelves will be 84 inches high.  
Cabinets will be medium quality commercial grade units with plastic laminate veneer and PVC edges.  Countertops will 
be solid surface with 4” splashes.  

Base bid casework

• Full height cabinets 36” deep – 10 lineal feet
• Full height shelves 16” deep – 76 lineal feet
• Full height cabinets 24” deep – 6 lineal feet
• Base cabinets 24” deep – 10 lineal feet
• Base cabinets 24” deep locked display – 15 lineal feet
• Work surfaces 24” deep – 32 lineal feet
• Upper Cabinets 24” deep – 10 lineal feet
• Counter in Bathrooms - 20” deep - 12 lineal feet

MECHANICAL ROOM
• Heavy duty shelves  - Melamine Faced and edge banded with heavy duty supports at 24” o.c.
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Mechanical Design Criteria 
DESIGN PARAMETERS
The building mechanical and plumbing design will conform to the latest adopted edition of the following building codes 
and guidelines:

 IBC  International Building Code
 IMC  International Mechanical Code
 UPC 1997 Uniform Plumbing Code
 IFC  International Fire Code
 ASHRAE 90.1 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-
   Conditioning Engineers, Inc., Energy Standard for Buildings except Low-Rise Residential 
   Buildings
 SMACNA Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors’ National 
   Association, HVAC Duct Construction Standards
 ADAG  Americans with Disabilities Act Guidelines

Equipment and systems incorporated into the design will be straightforward, reliable, durable, easily maintainable, and 
cost effective.  Energy ef! ciency strategies are incorporated into the design.  All speci! ed equipment will be items that 
are used throughout Alaska with maintenance, parts, and service locally available. 

PLUMBING - GENERAL
Minimal plumbing design will be required for systems within the new facility.  Plumbing will be installed in the mechan-
ical room and toilet rooms.  A domestic water system is provided as part of this project. 

The mechanical room " oor drain will be connected to a dry well.  
 
Gas piping will be provided from the gas meter location to gas ! red boiler.

VENTILATION 
The facility will be ventilated using operable window units.

HEATING SYSTEM
The mechanical systems shall meet the 2009 International Building Code, 2009 International Mechanical Code, 2009 
International Fuel Gas Code, and 1997 Uniform Plumbing Code with Alaska Amendments. Heating is to be provided by 
a gas-! red condensing boiler with an AFUE of 90% minimum. Boiler shall be commercial grade and provided with all 
required safeties. 

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM
Temperature will be controlled with programmable thermostats.
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PIPE & DUCT INSULATION
No piping will be exposed through ! nished areas. Piping will be concealed above the ceiling or in walls wherever pos-
sible.  Plumbing vents will be insulated three feet down from their roof termination point with ! berglass insulation with 
all-purpose facing.

FIRE PROTECTION 
We do not anticipate an automatic sprinkler system or ! re alarm for the building.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Variable speed motors will be used where applicable to drive pumps and fans, thus saving electrical energy that would 
otherwise be wasted in throttling losses at valves and dampers.

For constant speed pumps and fans, high ef! ciency motors will be speci! ed where practical in order to save electrical 
energy.

SEISMIC RESTRAINT
All mechanical equipment, piping, and ductwork shall be provided with seismic restraint in accordance with the latest 
adopted International Building Code (IBC).
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Electrical Design Criteria 
ELECTRICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS
The building and site electrical new design will conform to the latest adopted edition of the following building codes 
and standards as well as any amendments adopted by the State of Alaska:

• 2011 National Electrical Code (NEC)
• 2009 International Building Code (IBC)
• 2009 International Fire Code (IFC)
• 2010 National Fire Alarm Code (NFPA 72)
• 2009 Life Safety Code (NFPA 101)
• Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA)
• Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
• ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1
• TIA/EIA Telecommunications Building Wiring Systems

Equipment and systems incorporated into this design will be energy ef! cient, reliable, easily maintainable and cost ef-
fective.  All speci! ed equipment will be items that are used throughout Alaska with maintenance, parts, and service lo-
cally available.  Energy ef! ciency is the number one criteria for all electrical systems to reduce energy and maintenance 
costs.  

SITE UTILITIES
Power will be supplied to the site by Matanuska Electrical Association (MEA).  The project will require a new wall 
mounted service.  The existing service should be able to be utilized for temporary power. Telephone and telecommunica-
tions service is currently provided to the building by Matanuska Telephone Association.  The telecomm services will likely 
need to be relocated based on the re- location of the proposed building.

POWER DISTRIBUTION
The electrical service for the proposed facility will be 120/208 volt, single phase service. It is assumed that the build-
ing will require a 400 amp service. A new underground service, Service Disconnect, CT Enclosure and Main Distribution 
Panel will be required. The new MDP should be 120/208 volt single phase with an internal surge protection device 
(SPD), located on the exterior wall. The MDP will distribute power to the large motor loads, large equipment loads and 
feed distribution and lighting panel boards serving lighting and power loads throughout the facility.  

Secondary Distribution and Branch Wiring
Interior secondary power distribution will be supplied at 120/208V, single phase with a fully rated neutral conductor 
and a separate insulated equipment grounding conductor. Interior distribution and lighting circuit panel boards will 
be fed from the MDP and consist of three phase, fully rated panel boards, each sized to accommodate a minimum of 
125% of the load served.   All distribution equipment will be sized for 20% spare circuit capacity for future loads.
120/208V branch circuit panel boards will be located on each level of the building to serve the loads while minimizing 
conductor lengths and voltage drop.  These panel boards can be located in utility type spaces to minimize the need for 
dedicated electrical rooms.  Locations will be coordinated with other disciplines so that Code required clearances are 
maintained for all the electrical panel boards. 

All wiring, except for telephone/data communications systems and as noted below, will be installed in raceways.  
Raceways will be speci! ed to be of the type suited for the application.  To the maximum extent possible, conduit will be 
concealed in all areas except “utility” spaces.  Flexible metallic conduit will be used for the extension of the building’s 
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! xed raceways to any vibrating or similar equipment.  Branch circuits will be installed in #” conduit minimum, with %” 
homeruns.    

All “building” wiring (line voltage) shall be copper with type THHN (indoor) or XHHW (indoor, outdoor, service entrance 
and feeder conductors) insulation and rated 600 volts. No wire for line voltage (120 volts to 600 volts) applications 
or ground wire for line voltage systems will be less than #12 AWG in size.   All neutral conductors will be full size.  An 
insulated green ground wire for all circuits will be provided.  All conductors, including neutrals, passing through pull, 
junction and outlet boxes will be labeled with cloth markers or tubing type tags having clearly legible text to identify the 
panel and circuit number.  

General purpose receptacles and light switches will be 20A, 120V and 120/277V commercial grade type with plastic 
wall plates. Integral Class ‘A’ ground fault circuit interrupters will be provided for receptacles in wet locations, on the 
building exterior and above countertops near sinks.  Exterior weather resistant receptacles with weatherproof covers 
will be provided as necessary for exterior use.  Branch circuits will be limited to six duplex or three quadraplex recep-
tacles.

ILLUMINATION
The light ! xtures selected will be energy ef! cient, durable, and provide even illumination throughout the spaces. Special 
attention will be paid to selecting ! xtures that both match and compliment the architectural features of the building.  
Fixture selection will coordinate with each space function and be suitable for safety and durability.

Exterior: Wall mounted ! xtures, selected to match and highlight the architectural elements of the structure will be 
located at all entrances, assume 2 security lights at the exterior of the building.  

Energy Improvement: Exterior ! xtures will be LED. While there is a higher capital cost, it is quickly repaid in energy savings and mainte-
nance.

Interior: In general, linear " uorescent lamps will be 48” in length, energy saving, low-mercury and long-life T8 or T5HO 
and will have high color-rendering indexes (CRI’s).  Fluorescent ! xtures will be speci! ed with electronic programmed 
rapid start ballasts for high ef! ciency and long life in areas where temperatures do not preclude the use of low-wattage 
lamps in conjunction with electronic ballasts.  Electronic ballasts shall have <10% total harmonic distortion (THD) for 
high ef! ciency and long life.  

LIGHTING CONTROL
Special attention will be given to the use of energy saving lighting controls and equipment.  Lighting control schemes 
will consist of a combination of local multi-level wall switches, occupancy sensors, photocells, and motion sensors to 
minimize wasted light energy per ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1 and reduce maintenance costs. 
 

Energy Improvement: Exterior lighting will be photocell and time clock controlled to minimize the amount of time the exterior lights are on.

Individual switches and controls for large area lighting will be provided to permit selective energy use when required.  It 
is recommended that occupancy sensors be installed (as a minimum) in small rooms, closets, storage spaces, and areas 
where usage is infrequent.  

Energy Improvement: Where illumination level requirements are not constant, use of multilevel switching for " uorescent lamps will be 
provided. A dual ballast allows 3-bulb ! xtures to be switched for 1,2 or 3 bulbs on for a full range of illumination levels.

Electrical lighting will complement day lighting where possible and feasible. When day lighting is suf! cient, luminaries 
will be capable of being turned off manually and automatically.  
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COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
A telecom/data grounding system will be installed for all telephone outlets and computer network devices at all new 
computer and AV locations.  

SEISMIC RESTRAINT
Electrical equipment exceeding the weight limitations will be provided with seismic restraint in accordance with the lat-
est adopted International Building Code (IBC).

ATTACHED DOCUMENTS
A. 35% Construction Estimate 
B. Graphics

• Exterior Perspectives
• Interior Perspective

C. Schematic Design Documents
• Site Plan
• Floor Plan
• Dimensioned Floor Plan
• Exterior Elevations
• Building Section(s)
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APPENDIX A. 35% Construction Estimate & Budget

COSTS (Expenses) POTENTIAL SOURCES OF FUNDING (Revenue)

Item
Item cost 

(quote or estimate)  

Design, Const. Admin $80,000  Musk Ox Farm

Fixtures, Furnishings, Equip. $12,000

Construction Permitting $6,000  Individual Donors

Inspections $7,000

Contingency $9,800

Construction $1,014,229  Cargill Foundation

 Murdock Charitable Trust

 Rasmuson Foundation

TOTALS $1,129,029

35% SCHEMATIC DESIGN CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE

BUDGET

Sub Total  (without toilet ) 753,156$             

Toilet 001,821seitilicaF $             

 000,02dleiF $               

10%  y 75,316$              

 (1 year) 37,658$              

Total   922,410,1tsoC $         

/sfCost / 042FS $                    

  

1.  June 2016

2. Private funding - Prevailing Wage Rates not required

1st level square 945,2egatoof                   sf

      toilet 724seitilicaf                      sf

1st level 564oitap                      sf

2nd level square 242,1egatoof                   sf

2nd level 564kced                      sf

Total Building Area 4,218                  

Div 1 General 216,45snoitidnoC $               

Div 2 Site 000,77kroW $               

Div 247,33etercnoC3 $               

Div 046,2slateM5 $                 

Div 016,421scitsalP/sdooW6 $             

Div 7 Thermal & Moisture 293,59noitcetorP $               

Div 8 Doors & 080,85swodniW $               

Div 800,36sehsiniF9 $               

Div 005,1seitlaicepS01 $                 

Div 243,32tnempiuqE11 $               

 Div 004,3sgnihsinruF21 $                 

Div 14 Conveying Equipment - ALT 000,8011 $             

Div 15 Mechanical 017,24smetsyS $               

Div 16 Electrical 021,56smetsyS $               
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APPENDIX B. Graphics

VIEW OF ENTRY
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VIEW OF BACK W/ ELEVATOR ALTERNATE
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VIEW OF FIBER ARTS WORKSHOP
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ELEVATIONS

APPENDIX C. Schematic Design Drawings
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FLOOR PLANS
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SECTIONS
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